Expression of hGSTP1 alleles in human lung and catalytic activity of the native protein variants towards 1-chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene, 4-vinylpyridine and (+)-anti benzo[a]pyrene-7,8-diol-9,10-oxide.
The human glutathione S-transferase (GST) P1 alleles coding for Val(105) (hGSTP1*B and/or P1*C) are over- represented in lung cancer patients. However, the corresponding recombinant Val(105) protein variants tend to show higher catalytic activity than the Ile(105) variants towards bay-region diol epoxides that are thought to be etiological agents in lung cancer. We have examined 29 normal human lung samples with respect to several factors that could confound relationships between hGSTP1 allele type and cancer susceptibility, namely, inter-individual and allele-specific variation of hGSTP1 expression, and differences between the catalytic properties of the native and recombinant hGSTP1-1 variant protein products. hGSTP1 expression varied 7-fold among individuals but was independent of hGSTP1*A, P1*B or P1*C allele type. hGST subunits A1, A2, M1 and M3 were minor components, similarly variable in expression. Despite this variability of expression, the levels of hGSTP1 expression linearly correlated with those of the next most highly expressed GST, hGSTM3, even though the genes for these GSTs are on different chromosomes. Differences between the native protein variants, using 1-chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene and (+)-anti-benzo[a]pyrene diolepoxide as substrates, were more marked than those between the recombinant variants. However, the order of differential catalytic specificity was the same for native and recombinant variants. Neither the expression of the hGSTP1 alleles nor the catalytic properties of the protein variants appears to provide a simple mechanistic rationale for the observed over-representation of the hGSTP1*B and/or 1*C alleles in lung cancer.